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This invention relates generally to paper making on a 
Fourdrinier machine ‘from paper pulp stock, and more 
speci?cally to an improved apparatus for efficiently re 
moving liquid from the stock. 
On conventional Fourdrinier paper making machines, 

the paper web is formed on the upper reach of an end 
less foraminous drainage support, commonly called a 
Fourdrinier wire, which is supported by a breast roll at 
the wet end and a couch roll at the dry or discharge end. 
Normally, paper pulp stock is introduced on the Four 
drinier wire vfrom a headbox, which is positioned adjacent 
to the breast roll and above the Fourdrinier wire. The 
stock is drained of its suspending liquid as it progresses 
from the wet end of the machine to the dry end of the 
machine, and is ?nally compacted by the application of 
high vacuum before it leaves the Fourdrinier wire. It is 
essential that the stock be drained thoroughly prior to 
?nal compaction by the high vacuum. 

It is well known in the art of paper making that a rela 
tively low consistency ‘or relatively highly diluted stock 
provides a more uniform formation of paper ?bers, with 
consequent increase in strength and quality of the paper 
web. In the past, poor liquid drainage from the stock 
in the early stages of formation has prevented the use 
of sufficiently dilute stock to form a paper web of maxi 
mum strength and quality. 
On conventional Fourdrinier machines, dif?culty has 

been encountered in the ef?cient removal- of liquid from‘ 
the stock quickly and uniformly while the paper web is 
being formed. Insu?icient removal of liquid from the 
stock in the early stages of formation permits the ?bers 
of the stock to cluster together into a non-uniform paper 
formation. Furthermore, the paper making process is 
slowed down because the Fourdrinier wire must be moved 
at a speed slow enough to allow suf?cient time for the 
liquid to be drained from the web and through the Four 
drinier wire. 

In previously employed Fourdrinier machines, the wire 
is moved over a series of rotatable table rolls located be 
tween the breast and couch rolls, which maintain the 
wire substantially level to permit formation of a paper 
web as the wire progresses from the wet end of the ma 
chine to the dry end of the machine. In addition to 
supporting the wire and maintaining it level, the rolls aid 
in the removal of liquid from the web. Drainage is in 
duced by a'vacuum created in the outgoing nip of the 
table rolls. The e?ective drainage area is but a small 
fraction of the total area encompassed by the table rolls 
because drainage induced by the table rolls is only e?ec 
tive for a very short distance beyond top dead center of 
each roll. Liquid tends to adhere somewhat to the sur 
face of the rolls, and due to centrifugal forces created 
by the rotating rolls, most‘of the liquid is thrown down 
ward away from the wire. However, some of the liquid 
‘is retained on the rolls for a longer period of time and is 
thrown back against the underside of the wire, causing a 
.non~uniform disruption of the partially matted ?bers ‘and 
loss of strength and quality of the ?nished web. 
‘ ' Conventional Fourdrinier machines using table rolls 
as a means of inducing drainage provide zones of relaxa 
tion for the web between rolls. Also, positive pressures 
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are created in the .ingoing nip of the rolls. These zones > 

u 

of relaxation and zones of positive pressure are needed 
for proper web ‘formation, because during the passage of 
the web over these regions, the interstices between ?bers 
expand, allowing the liquid from the top layers of the 
web to drain down to the bottom layers ‘of the web to a 
position for removal during the next application of suc 
tion. If there is no period for relaxation of the web, the 
?bers in the bottom layers tend to become tightly matted 
and depleted of tiny ?bers, which are commonly called 
“?nes,” and resist drainage from the top layers. This 
leaves only the top layers of the web with an excess of 
moisture and ?nes. 

Unfortunately, conventional Fourdrinier machines lack 
?exibility in the sense that drainage induced by the table 
rolls cannot be independently controlled, but is dependent 
upon machine speed, the magnitude of induced suction 
varying as the square of the machine speed. Accord 
ingly, the time for relaxation of the web varies inversely 
with the wire speed and distance between table rolls. In 
order to better control web moisture content and ?nes re 
tention, the suction and relaxation zones of the Four 
drinier machine table roll area should be independent of 
wire speed and roll spacing. Where the suction and re 
laxation can be controlled over a wide range of opera 
tion, a ?ne quality web can be produced on a relatively 
short machine and at a high wire speed. It can be seen 
that under such circumstances, a positive pressure under 
the wire may be needed to produce su?‘icient relaxation 
of the web between applications of suction. 

In the past, efforts have been made to increase the rate 
of drainage from the web on a Fourdrinier machine in a 
number of ways. Included in these efforts have been 
attempts to increase liquid drainage by increasing the 
hydrostatic head on the wire along its entire length. High 
vacuum suction boxes spaced along the entire length of 
the Fourdrinier table roll area have also been proposed 
in efforts to increase drainage. However, these attempts 
have not proved entirely successful. Other efforts to e?i 
ciently remove the liquid from the stock include the pro 
posal to use light vacuum under the wire in conjunction 
with narrow slats supporting the wire which act as shear 
ing devices to scrape the liquid from the underside of the 
wire. 

In elforts to increase the rate of drainage, the desirable 
features of the table roll induced drainage principle have 
been overlooked. Contrary to the theories which brought 
about the above efforts to improve drainage character 
istics of a Fourdrinier machine, present research indicates 
that suction applied to the underside of the wire tends 
to drain the liquid and ?nes from the bottom layers of 
the web and then tightly mat these ?bers together, pre 
venting drainage from the upper layers of ?bers in the 
web. ' 

Where the proper relationship between suction and 
relaxation does not exist, a web condition sometimes 
known as two-sidedness will exist. This condition may 
be observed when the ?nish and reflectance of the two 
sides of the web do not match, and is caused by the felt 
side of the web having a smoother and closer ?ber forma 
tion than the wire side. The closer ?ber formation on 
the felt side of the web is due to larger concentrations of 
?nes on this side, resulting from improper relationship 
of suction and relaxation during web formation. ' 
The present invention provides an improved method 

and apparatus for removing the liquid quickly from the 
web and provides uniform drainage for the entire cross 
section of the web in a relatively short distance by mov 
ing the web through alternate zones of controlled suction 
and relaxation. Thus, the present invention will enable 
a strong, uniform paper web to'be produced quickly on 
a relatively ‘short Fourdrinier machine. > 



The present invention further provides an apparatus 
which is relatively simple and inexpensive, and may be 
applied to old Fourdrinier machines as well as new 
machines. 

This invention utilizes the rapid application of suction 
and relaxation, applied alternately, to remove liquid from 
the web and immediately open up the ?bers that were 
tightly matted during suction so that drainage will occur 
more freely during the next application of suction. In 
addition to providing uniform drainage to the web, the 
rapid application of suction and relaxation produces web 
perturbations, which agitate the ?bers and tend to break 
up any lumps which may have formed. Also, due to the 
rapid drainage, additional lumps do not tend to form 
while the web is being formed on the wire. 

In the present invention, the space beneath the upper 
reach of the Fourdrinier wire is arranged into a series 
of sealed pressure chambers, whereby chambers contain 
ing a relatively high vacuum may be alternated with 
chambers containing a substantially higher pressure. The 
chambers are completely enclosed except for a drainage 
outlet which has a liquid seal, so that the only outlet to 
theatmosphere is through the Fourdrinier wire, which 
de?nes the top side of the chambers. The chambers are 
separated by partitions, and means for supporting the 
wire are provided at the tops of the partitions. The 
chambers are connected to sources of pressure or vac 
uum, or both, whereby the absolute pressure in each 
chamber may be adjusted to optimum degrees for a 
wide range of operating conditions. 

In addition to the pressure differences in adjacent 
chambers, the above mentioned wire supports are prefer 
ably designed and arranged in a manner to cause the ab 
solute pressures in the chambers to be supplemented. 
Convexly curved plates are mounted on top of the parti 
tions, preceding a vacuum chamber, or conventional table 
rolls are mounted above these partitions with adequate 
seals between the rolls and partitions. The partitions suc 
ceeding the vacuum chambers merely have ?at-top con 
?gurations which provide support for the wire between 
the curved plates or table rolls. In this arrangement, 
‘chambers which provide suction to the web are preceded 
by the outgoing nip of the curved plate or table roll 
where a negative pressure is known to exist, and cham 
bers which provide relaxation to the web are succeeded 
by the ingoing nip of the curved plate or table roll where 
a positive pressure is known to exist. This arrangement 
and other possible ‘arrangements will be explained in 
more detail in the descriptions of the accompanying 
drawings in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a schematic side elevation view of a 

Fourdrinier paper making machine, illustrating a pre 
ferred form of the present invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a schematic side elevation view of a 

Fourdrinier table, illustrating another form of the present 
invention; 
FIGURE 3 is a schematic side elevation view of a 

Fourdrinier table, illustrating further form of the present 
invention; 
FIGURE 4 is a schematic side elevation view of a 

Fourdrinier table, illustrating still another form of the 
present invention; 
FIGURE 5 is a schematic setcional view taken in a 

plane of line 5-5 of FIGURE 1 in the direction of the 
arrows; 
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged side elevation view of a 

convexly curved wire support between pressure cham 
bers as shown in FIGURE 1; and 
FIGURE 7 is an enlarged side elevation view of a 

table roll mounted above a partition having a pressure 
seal therebetween. 

Referring to FIGURE 1, liquid pulp stock 10 from a 
conventional stock headbox 12 at the wet or infeed end 
of the machine is introduced onto Fourdrinier wire 14, 
the rate of stock ?ow from the headbox 112 being con 
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4 
trolled in conventional fashion by using an adjustable 
gate (not shown) normally positioned at the outlet .16 
of the headbox 112. The Fourdrinier wire 14 comprises 
the usual endless wire mesh conveyor which is mounted 
for continuous movement at a uniform rate of speed by 
conventional drive means (not shown) over a breast 
roll 18 at the wet or infeed end of the machine, and a 
couch roll 20 at the dry end of the machine where the 
paper Web 22 is removed and handled in the customary 
manner by the usual pressing, drying, and calender rolls 
(not shown). In conventional Fourdrinier machines, the 
wire 14 is supported between the breast roll 18 and couch 
roll 20 by a series of table rolls. However, in the em 
bodiment of the present invention as shown in FIGURE 
1, the table rolls are replaced by four stationary convexly 
curved plates 24 mounted on top of the chamber parti 
tions 26, and four ?at top portions 28 of the partitions 
26 in alternate arrangement with each other. The top 
portions 28 of the partitions 26 may be integral with the 
partitions, or'they may be separate to insure easy removal 
for replacement. A conventional forming board 15 is 
placed under the wire immediately downstream from the 
breast roll ‘18. 

Although not shown in the drawings, a wire pit, which 
is simply an open end collecting sump, is positioned be 
low the entire conveyor assembly extending from the wet 
end to the dry end of the wire. In conventional practice, 
liquid from such a sump is continuously mixed with 
fresh measured amounts of pulp and recirculated to the 
headbox 12 in a well known manner. 

In conventional machines, a drainage tray (not shown) 
is usually positioned under the upper reach of the Four 
drinier wire 14 in spaced relation thereto, and extending 
from the wet end to the dry end of the machine. How 
ever, in the present invention, a relatively narrow and 
high vacuum seal box 29 replaces this drainage tray. The 
vacuum seal box 29 is positioned below the suction cham 
bers, so that gravity will cause drainage from the cham 
bers ‘30, 32 into the vacuum seal box 29, which extends 
for the length of the pressure chambers 30, 32. The vac 
uum seal box 29 is made narrow and high to permit a 
greater head of water to be built up, thereby maintaining 
a vacuum seal in the downcomers 36. Normally, liquid 
which drains into the vacuum seal box 29 is pumped out 
through outlet 38 and mixed with a concentrated suspen 
sion of pulp stock to give a desired consistency and re 
circulated to the headbox 12. 

Conventional deckle straps or deckle boards (not 
shown) may be mounted in the usual manner adjacent 
opposite side edges of the Fourdrinier wire, 14 to provide 
longitudinally extending guide member to con?ne paper 
pulp stock deposited there-between on the wire 14. How 
ever, the use of resilient deckle straps of a material such 
as rubber is desirable, as it enhances the seal between 
chambers 30 and chambers 32, and the underside of the 
wire '14 at the sides thereof. ‘ 
The preferred apparatus of the present invention for 

effecting drainage under the wire comprises a plurality 
of individual chambers 30 and 32, and convexly curved 
plates 24 positioned on alternate partitions 26, or preced 
ing the suction ‘chambers. The top portion of the re 
mainder of the partitions provide support for the wire, 
but do not contribute to the pressure di?erential between 
chambers. The chambers 30 and 32 are provided with 
an air-tight seal on all sides except the top. .Thus, air 
may only be admitted to or dismissed from the chambers 
through the wire .14 which forms the top side of the cham 
ber. The partitions and wire supports should be spaced 
close enough to prevent sagging of the wire. 
Chambers 30 and 32 are provided with di?ferential pres 

sures. As shown in vFIGURE 1, a preferred arrange 
ment is for chambers 30 to be provided with a relatively 
high vacuum, say between 3" and 12” Hg, while cham 
bers 32 are provided with a higher pressure which may 
be slightly below atmospheric, atmospheric, or slightly 



above atmospheric, depending on ‘operating conditions. 
Manometers 39 provide easy determination of the ab 
solute pressure in each chamber. 
‘The partitions ‘26 serve the purposes of de?ning each 

individual pressure chamber and supporting the curved 
plates 24 or directly supporting the wire 14, whichever 
the case may be. The curved Wire supports v24 are rigidly 
mounted on the tops of alternate partitions and serve 
the dual purpose ‘of supporting the wire and creating 
hydrodynamic forces on the web. 
A typical piping arrangement supplying pressure or 

vacuum to the chambers is‘ shown in'FIGURES 1 and 
5. The chambers 30 and 32 are provided with con 
nections 40 to which leads from pressure and vacuum 
manifolds are connected. Alternate chambers 30 are 
supplied with vacuum through leads 42 from vacuum 
manifold 44. The leads 42 are provided with regulator 
valves 46 which provide means for individually control 
ling the degree of vacuum in each chamber. Manifold 
44 is equipped with valve 48 which provides means for‘ 
completely shutting off the vacuum to the chambers, or 
centrally controlling the degree of vacuum to the cham 
bers as a group. ‘Alternate chambers ‘32 are supplied 
with pressure or vacuum through leads 50, branches of 
which ‘are connected to pressure manifold 52 and to 
vacuum manifold 44. The branches of leads 50 are sup 
plied with valves 54, whereby pressure or vacuum may 
be selected for chambers ‘32, the valve 54 in the branch 
selected being adjusted for the desired degree of pres 
sure or vacuum, and the valve in the branch not selected 
being completely shut off. Pressure manifold 52 is pro 
vided with valve v56 vfor completely shutting off pressure 
to all chambers, or for centrally controlling the ‘degree 
of pressure to alternate chambers 32. 
Although the construction and mounting of various ele 

ments such as framework, supporting members and other 
elements common to conventional Fourdrinier machines 
are not described here in detail, it is to be understood 
that the present invention is a modi?cation and improve 
ment of conventional machines, and the elements and 
methods of operation not described here are common to 
conventional Fourdrinier machines. 
FIGURE 2 illustrates another form of the present in 

vention. Actually, this arrangement has very nearly the 
same effect on the formation of the web as the arrange 
ment shown in FIGURE 1. However, in the arrange 
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ment shown in FIGURE 2, table» rolls 60 replace the , 
convexly curved plates 24 as shown in FIGURE 1. The 
table rolls 60 are mounted for rotary motion above the 
partitions 26, and pressure seals 62 are provided between 
the table rolls 60 and partitions 26 to prevent pressure 
leakage between the chambers. 

Since the pressure ?uctuations produced by an arrange 
ment as shown in FIGURE 2 are substantially the same 
as for the arrangement shown in FIGURE 1, the opera 
tion of the invention in the form of FIGURE 1 as de 
scribed will be understood to be generally applicable to 
both arrangements. . 
As shown in FIGURE 1, the liquid pulp stock 10 is 

introduced directly onto the ‘wire 14 from the headbox 
12. The wire immediately passes over forming board 
15 after deposition of the stock 10 onto the wire 14, where 
drainage is inhibited for a short distance. After leaving 
the forming board, the wire passes over a short open 
space before contacting the ?rst curved'plate 24.‘ Im 
mediately before the wire 14 reaches the crest of the 
curved plate 24, the pressure‘build up in the leading nip 
of the curved plate is relieved through the'wire 14 and 
into the web, which at this point has only been slightly 
drained by natural drainage between the forming board 
15 and the curved plate 24. The web then passes over 
the neutral zone directly above the crest of the curved 
plate and into the ?rst suction zone above the outgoing 
nip of curved plate 24. The suction on the web pro 
Vided by this outgoing nip is supplemented and main 
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tained by the vacuum in chamber 30. The vacuum in 
chamber 30 is in the range of approximately 3" to ap 
proximately 12" Hg. During the time the web is pass 
ing through this suction zone, liquid is being drained from 
the web into the chamber 30 and at the same time, ?bers 
in the lower layers of the Web are becoming tightly 
matted. The web then passes through a very short neu 
tral Zone over the top portion 28 of partition 26. Im 
mediately after the web passes this neutral zone, it is sub 
jected to a substantially higher pressure (relative to the 
absolute pressure in chamber 30‘) as it passes over cham 
ber 32. This higher pressure, supplemented by the posi 
tive pressure in the ingoing nip of the succeeding curved 
plate 24, causes the web to relax. After this relaxation, 
liquid in the upper layers of the web is allowed to drain 
freely to the bottom layers, where it is extracted by the 
next application of suction. When this pressure ?uctua 
tion cycle is repeated for a number of times down the 
machine, a uniform web, free from the two-sidedness 
hereinbefore described, may be formed in a relatively 
short distance. Fiber ?occulations which ‘formed in the 
headbox are more effectively broken up due to the agi 
tation of the web, and thetendency toward additional 
?occulation on the wire is diminished because the liquid 
is removed very rapidly from the web. 

Another form of the present invention is illustrated 
in FIGURE 3 which is similar to the apparatus illus 
trated in FIGURES 1 and 2 in the respect that the space 
under the upper reach of the wire is divided into a plu 
rality of independent pressure chambers. This form of 
the invention is different‘only in that all the wire sup 
ports on top of all the partitions 26 are curved plates 
24, and the pressure or vacuum in the chambers 30 or 
32 is not always supplemented by the pressure or vac; 
uum created in the nips between the wire 14 and the 
curved plates 24. Therefore, to accomplish the same job 
as the apparatus in FIGURES 1 and 2, the intensity of 
the pressure or vacuum in the chambers 30 or 32 will 
have to be greater. However, there is an advantage in 
this type of arrangement in that the curved plates 24 do 
not tend to wear as quickly as the top portions 28 of 
the partitions 26 as illustrated in FIGURES 1 and 2. 
FIGURE 4 illustrates basically the same ‘form of the 

invention as FIGURE 3, but as in FIGURE 2, the curved 
plates 24 are replaced by table rolls 60 mounted above 
the partitions 26. Again, su?icient pressure seals 62 
must be provided between the table rolls 60 and par 
titions 26, to prevent pressure leakage between chambers. 
The piping arrangement for the forms of the inven 

tion illustrated in FIGURES 2, 3, and 4 are similar to 
the arrangement shown in FIGURE 1. 
The pressure ?uctuations caused by an arrangement as 

illustrated in FIGURES 3 and 4 are slightly different 
from those caused by an arrangement as shown in FIG 
URES 1 and 2; however, the arrangement illustrated in 
FIGURE 3 produces pressure fluctuations which are simi 
lar to the arrangement illustrated in FIGURE 4, and the 
operation of the invention in the form of FIGURE 3 
as described will be generally applicable to the arrange 
ment of FIGURE 4. - 

Referring to FIGURE 3, the liquid pulp stock ?rst 
passes over forming board 15 after being introduced on 
the Wire 14. After passing over forming board 15, the 
wire 14 passes over a short open space before contact 
ing the ?rst curved plate 24. Immediately, before the 
wire ‘14 nad into the web. The web then passes over the 
pressure built up in they ingoing nip is relieved through 
wire and into the'web. The web then passes over the 
neutral zone directly above the crest of curved ‘plate 
24, and into the ?rst suction ‘zone above the outgoing 
nip of curved plate 24. The suction of the web pro 
vided by this outgoing nip is supplemented and main 
tained by the vacuum in chamber 36. The vacuum in 
chamber 30 is in the range of approximately 3.” to ap 
proximately 12" Hg. Liquid is drained from ‘the web. 
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as it passes this suction zone, and ?bers in the lower 
layers become tightly matted. The web is next relaxed 
somewhat as it passes over the pressure zone above the 
ingoing nip of the succeeding curved plate 24. The web 
is subjected to a vacuum as it passes over the outgoing 
nip of this curved plate 24. The pressure in the cham 
ber 32 is substantially higher than the pressure in cham 
ber 30, and in the zone above chamber 32 the ?bers 
in the web are again relaxed. When these pressure ?uc 
tuations are repeated for a number of times as the web 
passes down the machine, a web uniform in moisture 
content and ?nes distribution will result. 
FIGURE 6 best shows how hydrodynamic forces are 

created as the wire passes over the curved plates. The 
convexly curved plate 24 is mounted on top of partition 
26 by any known means. A short distance ahead of the 
point of contact between the wire 14 (traveling from left 
to right) and plate 24, an ingoing nip at 64 is created. 
A positive pressure occurs in this nip, which builds up 
to a maximum intensity at the actual point of contact 
between the wire and plate. As the wire passes over the 
crest of the curved plate, and is in direct contact with it, 
the pressure on both sides of the wire is neutral. As the 
wire 14 passes the crest of the curved plate 24, contact is 
broken between the wire and plate, and an outgoing nip 
66 is created, where a vacuum occurs. It is preferred 
to construct the faces of the curved plates 24 with a ma 
terial having a low coe?icient of friction such as Te?on in 
order to reduce frictional forces between the plates 24 
and wire 14. 
FIGURE 7 demonstrates one way of providing a pres 

sure seal between the partitions 26 and table rolls 60 which 
are illustrated in FIGURE 2 and FIGURE 4. This seal 
may be accomplished by any known means. In FIGURE 
7, the partitions 26 are terminated a short distance below 
the bottom of the roll 60 and an inclined bracket 70 is 
mounted on top of this partition 26. A strip of ?exible 
material 72, such as rubber, is inserted into the top of 
this bracket 70 and positioned to contact the surface of 
the roll. The roll rotates in a clockwise direction, there 
fore, the frictional force between the roll 60 and strip 
72 is not excessive since the top of the strip 72 is free. 
The pressure in chamber 32 is greater than the pressure 
in chamber 30, thereby insuring contact between the strip 
and the roll and providing the necessary seal. 

It is to be understood that the invention may be applied 
to existing Fourdrinier machines as well as new machines, 
and that various changes may be made by one skilled in 
the art without departing from the scope of the invention. 
We claim: 
1. In a Fourdrinier machine having a breast roll, a 

couch roll spaced apart from said breast roll, an endless 
foraminous Fourdrinier wire about said rolls having an 
upper reach on which a web is formed, means adjacent 
said breast roll for feeding pulp stock onto the upper reach 
of said wire, a plurality of substantially rectangular cham 
bers arranged contiguously in series directly under the 
upper reach of the wire and coextensive with the full 
width of the web forming portion of the wire, and a par 
tition between each of said chambers, the improvement 
consisting of means for removing the liquid from the web 
by alternately subjecting the web to controllable suction 
and relaxation comprising, in combination, 

(a) suction means for providing alternate chambers 
with absolute pressure substantially below atmos 
pheric pressure, 

(b) means for providing the remaining chambers with 
a controllable substantially higher absolute pressure, 
and 

(c) a convexly curved in?exible wire support above 
each partition immediately preceding a chamber hav 
ing an absolute pressure substantially below atmos 
pheric pressure, whereby the increased pressure in 
the ingoing nip of said convexly curved wire supports 
supplements the substantially higher absolute pres 
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sure in the preceding chamber and the decreased 
pressure in the outgoing nip of said convexly curved 
wire supports supplements the absolute pressure sub 
stantially below atmospheric pressure in the suc 
ceeding chamber. 

2 Apparatus. according to claim 1 in which wire sup 
ports with ?at tops are mounted on top of the partitions 
following the chambers having an absolute pressure sub 
stantially below atmospheric pressure. 

3. In a Fourdrinier machine having a breast roll, a 
couch roll spaced apart from said breast roll, an endless 
foraminous Fourdrinier wire about said rolls having an 
upper reach on which a web is formed, means adjacent 
said breast roll for feeding pulp stock onto the upper 
reach of said wire, a plurality of substantially rectangular 
chambers arranged contiguously in series directly under 
the upper reach of the wire and coextensive with the full 
width of the web forming portion of the wire, and a 
partition between each of said chambers, the improve 
ment consisting of means for removing the liquid from 
the web by alternately subjecting the web to controllable 
suction and relaxation comprising, in combination, 

(a) suction means for providing alternate chambers 
with absolute pressure susbtantially below atmos 
pheric pressure, 

(b) means for providing the remaining chambers with 
a controllable substantially higher absolute pressure, 
and 

(c) a table roll mounted above each partition immedi 
ately preceding a chamber having an absolute pres 
sure substantially below atmospheric pressure, where 
by the increased pressure in the ingoing nip of each 
table roll will supplement the substantially higher 
absolute pressure in the preceding chamber and the 
decreased pressure in the outgoing nip of each table 
roll will supplement the absolute pressure substan 
tially below atmospheric pressure in the succeeding 
chamber. 

4. Apparatus according to claim 3 in which wire sup 
ports with ?at tops are mounted on top of the partitions 
following the chambers having absolute pressure sub 
stantially below atmospheric pressure. 

5. In a Fourdrinier machine having a breast roll, a 
couch roll spaced apart from said breast roll, an endless 
foraminous Fourdrinier wire about said rolls having an 
upper reach on which a web is formed, means adjacent 
said breast roll for feeding pulp stock onto the upper 
reach of said wire, a plurality of substantially rectangular 
chambers arranged contiguously in series directly under 
the upper reach of the wire and coextensive with the full 
width of the web forming portion of the wire, and a 
partition between each of said chambers, the improve 
ment consisting of means for removing the liquid from 
the web by alternately subjecting the web to controllable 
suction and relaxation comprising, in combination, 

(a) suction means for providing alternate chambers 
with absolute pressure substantially below atmos 
pheric pressure, 

(b) means for providing the remaining chambers with 
a controllable substantially higher absolute pressure, 

(0) a table roll mounted above each partition imme 
diately preceding a chamber having an absolute pres 
sure substantially below atmospheric pressure, and 

(d) sealing means between each such table roll and 
each said partition, whereby the increased pressure 
in the ingoing nip of each table roll will supplement 
the substantially higher absolute pressure in the pre 
ceding chamber and the decreased pressure in the 
outgoing nip of each table roll will supplement the 
absolute pressure substantially below atmospheric 
pressure in the succeeding chamber. 

6. In a Fourdrinier machine having a breast roll, a 
couch roll spaced apart from said breast roll, an endless 
foraminous Fourdrinier wire about said rolls having an 
upper reach on which a web is formed, means adjacent 
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said breast roll for feeding pulp stock onto the upper reach 
of said wire, a plurality of substantally rectangular cham 
bers arranged contiguously in series directly under the 
upper reach of the wire and coextensive with the full 
width of the web forming portion of the wire, and a par 
tition between each of said chambers, the improvement 
consisting of means for removing the liquid from the web 
by alternately subjecting the web to controllable suction 
and relaxation comprising, in combination, 

(a) suction means for providing alternate chambers 
with absolute pressure substantially below atmos 
pheric pressure, 

(b) means comprising a pressure manifold and a vac 
uum manifold for providing the remaining chambers 
with a controllable substantially higher absolute pres 
sure ranging from slightly below atmospheric up to 
slightly above atmospheric, and 

(c) a convexly curved in?exible wire‘ support above 
each partition immediately preceding a chamber hav 
ing an absolute pressure substantially below atmos 
pheric pressure, whereby the increased pressure in the 
ingoing nip of said convexly curved wire supports 
supplements the substantially higher absolute pres 
sure in the preceding chamber and the decreased 
presure in the outgoing nip of said convexly curved 
wire supports supplements the absolute pressure sub 
stantially below atmospheric pressure in the succeed 
ing chamber. 

7. The method of removing drainage from a web 
formed on an endless Fourdrinier wire comprising the 
steps of 

(a) subjecting the web to an absolute pressure sub 
stantially below atmospheric pressure by, ?rstly, pass 
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it) 
ing the web over the outgoing nip of a convexly 
curved surface to create by action of hydrodynamic 
forces a suction under the web at said outgoing nip, 
and, secondly, supplementing such suction by im 
mediately applying a vacuum to the web from a vac 
uum chamber under the web adjacent to the said 
outgoing nip of the convexly curved surface, and 

(b) then subjecting the web to a controlled substan 
tially higher absolute pressure to permit some relax 
ation of the web by, ?rstly, passing the web over a 
chamber having therein a higher absolute pressure 
than that in the ?rst mentioned vacuum chamber, 
and, secondly, supplementing such higher absolute 
pressure by passing the web over the incoming nip 
of another convexly curved surface adjacent to said 
second mentioned chamber to create by action of hy 
drodynamic forces a positive pressure under said in 
coming nip. 

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the pressure to which 
20 the web is subjected in step (b) is an absolute pressure 

25 

slightly below atmospheric pressure. 
9. The method of claim 7 wherein the pressure to which 

the web is subjected in step (b) is slightly above atmos 
pheric pressure. 
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